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GWA Presents a 2013 Manufacturing Expo
Industry Experts join GWA Business Solutions Manufacturing Expo to help
Canadian Manufacturers Fund, Finance, Automate and Do Things Once.
Toronto, Canada – October 22, 2013 – GWA Business Solutions Inc. presents their
Manufacturing Expo to help manufacturers succeed as reports of manufacturing returning to
North America continue to make news. To help in the bid to escalate this growing trend of
“onshoring” or “reshoring” at Canadian manufacturers, GWA’s expo features informative
industry experts at an exclusive event on November 21st from 8 am to noon at the Hampton
Inn & Suites Toronto Airport.
The expo is geared to addressing the key factors in improving effectiveness and profitability
and to help with the SME initiative “Take Back Manufacturing” in Canada. It features
sessions on fundamental topics such as government grants, financing, automation,
eliminating redundancy, and provides many opportunities to network with peers, discuss
critical issues, and get advice from industry experts. Attendees will go away with information
they can put into action right away.
Since funding is a key challenge for manufacturers, and can be a barrier to innovation
according to KPMG’s “Canadian Manufacturing Outlook 2013,” (link to article
http://www.kpmg.com/ca/en/issuesandinsights/articlespublications/pages/canadianmanufacturing-outlook-2013.aspx) the GWA expo features two industry experts providing
education on how to tap into grants, how they work and how companies are “really” getting
these grants today. Financing experts will share the financing options available, some may
surprise, and how a manufacturer can benefit from financing. Manufacturers will have the
opportunity to discuss their specific issues and get advice from the funding and financing
experts. With financial resources in place manufacturers will be well positioned for capital
expenditures, R&D development, and training to grow their market share.

Automation, GWA’s philosophy of “Doing Things Once,” and the secrets of successful
manufacturers are explored at the expo. Understanding manufacturing business processes
and finding ways to eliminate redundancies are important to reducing overhead costs and
improve business results. In some instances, new or improved technology may be required
and in others simply changing the processes can yield cost effective and immediate
benefits. Manufacturers can learn about the automation technology they can leverage, and
in some cases get funding for, as well they’ll gain time saving techniques and processes
shared by the team at GWA.
The exclusive Manufacturing Expo hosted by GWA Business Solutions provides an ideal
venue for all types of manufacturers to obtain valuable information on many aspects of their
business in one place. GWA and their team of experts look forward to advancing the “Take
Back Manufacturing” initiative and help Canadian manufacturers prosper. For more
information on the Manufacturing Expo or to register visit http://www.gwabiz.com/gwadrupal/node/16.
About GWA Business Solutions, Inc.
Since 1983, GWA Business Solutions uses a straight shooting approach to technology and
business software. GWA provides business owners with “Solutions that FitTM” and their “Do
it Once” implementation approach to eliminate repetitive tasks and enable their customers
to stay ahead of the competition in this fast-paced world. GWA takes businesses from
where they stand today, finds out where they want to go and gets them there with the right
technology and their team of experts. Whether a business needs a Sage solution or a niche
software solution, GWA is dedicated to getting the right fit; it’s their trademark.

For more information about GWA Business Solutions, visit www.GWAbiz.com.

